Fall 2008 Textbooks

*** Always check your syllabus for changes or additional material ***

Pstat 5A (Carter)
- *Statclass, 2nd Edition Revised*, by Holmes and Lenaburg

Pstat 5E (Landrigan)

Pstat 5LS (Holmes)
- *The Practice of Statistics in the Life Sciences*, by Baldi & Moore

Pstat 120A (Galloway)

Pstat 120B (Hinkley)

Pstat 130 (Holmes)
- No Book Required

Pstat 171 (Tashman)
- *Mathematics of Investment and Credit, 3rd Edition*, by Broverman
- *Derivatives Markets, 2nd Edition*, by McDonald

Pstat 174/274 (Meiring)
- *Introduction to Time Series and Forecasting, 2nd Edition*, by Brockwell and Davis

Pstat 207A (Jammalamadaka)

Pstat 210 (Englander)
- *A Probability Path*, by Resnick

Pstat 213A (Fouque)

Pstat 220A (Hinkley)
- *Linear Models with R*, by Faraway

Pstat 221A (Englander)
- *Diffusions, Markov Processes, and Martingales: Volume 1, 2nd Edition*, by Rogers and Williams
- *Positive Harmonic Functions and Diffusion*, by Pinsky

Pstat 223A (Fouque)
- *Arbitrage Theory in Continuous Time, 2nd Edition*, by Bjork

Pstat 228 (Wang)
- No Book Required